Hierarchical clustering method is used to assign observations into clusters further connected to form a hierarchical structure. Observations in the same cluster are close together according to the predetermined distance measure, while observations belonging to different clusters are afar. This paper presents an implementation of specific distance measure used to calculate distances between observations which are described by a mixture of variable types. Data mining tool 'Orange' was used for implementation, testing, data processing and result visualization. Finally, a comparison was made between results obtained by using already available widget and the output of newly programmed widget which employs new variable types and new distance measure. The comparison was made on different well-known datasets.
INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades computers and databases have become indispensable and inseparable parts of business organizations. With increase of computers' performance abilities and decrease of data storage costs, the amount of data collected during each business year grows exponentially. However, the amount of valuable information extracted from this data as well as scientific research dealing with ways of extracting such information do not quite follow the same growth rate. Large databases are formed to support various research activities and it is often important to have the right insight into collected research data so that new discoveries and advances can be made.
Interesting and valuable information on business and research data is sometimes very difficult to notice due to it being hidden in the vast amount of collected data. Data mining is often used to obtain this information. It can discover unexpected and hidden data patterns which can truly enrich the knowledge database and lead to new discoveries regarding given business and scientific area.
The hierarchical cluster analysis is an unsupervised learning method which results in easily interpretable graphical structures. These structures enable the analyst to notice closeness between objects instances or attributes describing them. Gained relations can be very helpful in knowledge acquisition. However, depending on the chosen definition of how 'closeness' is calculated, very different results can be gained.
To address this issue, we decided to use open source data mining tool 'Orange' [1] and incorporate ability to recognize various attribute types more accurately. By using specific distance measure we generate more informative graphical structures. For that purpose we implemented new module called Mixed variable type widget and new variable types used within it. New module resolved shortcomings of the existing Example distance widget and built- This paper is structured as follows: the problem was discussed in detail in section 2. The precise description of newly defined variable types is given in section 3. Section 4 presents distance measures implemented within the Example distance widget, comparison to newly implemented distance measure and the brief review of cluster linkage criteria. In section 5, datasets chosen for testing along with selection reasoning are presented.
The implementation of the Mixed variable type widget is described in section 6. This section also presents results of widget testing along with comparison of hierarchical clustering results obtained by both existing and newly programmed widget. Both testing datasets were researched and examined. Section 7 presents possible improvements and future research directions. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.
PROBLEM DISCUSSION
Hierarchical clustering is defined as a process of grouping similar observations into classes on multiple levels and results in a hierarchical decomposition of the given dataset. These classes are called clusters. The goal is to accomplish high similarity between observations of the same cluster and low similarity between observations of different clusters. Observations are physical or abstract entities represented by data objects or tuples consisting of attribute values. Grouped tuples form a dataset. This dataset is further used to calculate a dissimilarity matrix which stores measured differences for each pair of data objects. The measured differences (or distances) d(i, j) represent dissimilarity between objects i and j. This distance matrix may then be used to generate a dendrogram -a graphical tree-like structure which effectively visualizes a hierarchy of clusters found in the explored dataset.
Cluster hierarchy is based on minimal distances between each pair of clusters. A linkage criterion is a distance measure used to calculate distances between pairs of clusters by telling the clustering algorithm how to compare all or certain cluster members. The shape and the depth of a dendrogram are influenced by the number of data objects and the used distance measure. Leaves of a dendrogram are clusters that contain only one observation, while the root represents a cluster containing all observations. Dendrogram is a powerful visualization tool because it can be easily interpreted even by users who are not data mining experts.
Aforementioned 'Orange' tool is an open source tool based on a Python script library for machine learning and data mining. This tool's strength lies in its modularity. It is easy to design new 'widgets' and augment its default functionalities. It also offers powerful visualization options.
'Orange' can be used to generate a distance matrix by using a specific 'widget' called Example distance widget. Another widget, called Hierarchical clustering widget can generate and visualize a dendrogram structure. Widgets are essentially basic elements of 'Orange Canvas' that represent GUI objects used to handle user input and visualize results.
The Example distance widget allows user to select one of several built-in distance measures which is then used to calculate the distance matrix for the input example table that contains data objects. This widget works very well if expected input is given, meaning that example variable types are either set by data analyst or automatically recognized by 'Orange' as continuous or discrete. This means that if variable types are not set by data analyst, 'Orange' will recognize their variables types automatically and assign them one of two predefined types. However, 'Orange' will only consider variable values but not the meaning behind them. In this scenario, data analyst cannot influence type assignment in any way. By default, the Example distance widget ignores variables whose type was not automatically recognized.
Problems arise when the target dataset cannot be described using only these two built-in variable types and/or when user wants to refine the type description for each variable. Being restricted to the two built-in variable types can be very limiting in variable description since discrete variables are interpreted only as strings and continuous only as numerical data. Using this approach, ordinal variables for example can only be described as discrete, even though by doing this their basic characteristic -order of values -is being completely ignored. Binary variables can also be described only as discrete and are compared on the basis of string similarity which is not always a good approach for this particular type of variables. Discrete variable types always being interpreted as strings will also affect the results of distance measuring in an unfavorable way when actual data type of contained values is numerical. All these issues lead us to believe that there is space for improvement, and a decision to implement a new software solution which will address those issues was made. Some approaches regarding this problem matter and theoretical foundations on similarity measures of objects described by attributes belonging to different variable types can be found in [2] .
As mentioned previously, two basic attribute types defined in 'Orange' are discrete and continuous. Only these two types can be used by built-in learning methods. Attributes of discrete type are denoted with 'd' or 'discrete'. Alternative is to list all possible values of the attribute and separate them by spaces. The listing of attributes is useful since it prescribes the order of the values that differs from default, which is the same as encountered when reading the examples. The data type of discrete attributes is enumerated so it can contain both numerical and categorical data. Continuous attributes are denoted with 'c' or 'continuous'. The associated data type is f loat, which means it can contain only numerical data. These attribute types are most commonly assigned by data analyst. No mistakes are tolerated (in assigning, formatting or spelling). Although these attribute types are powerful and can describe a large number of attributes, in some cases it is necessary to refine data description so that some specific data characteristics could be considered.
For resolving mentioned problems a new module: Mixed variable type widget was implemented. The main and most important difference between this module and the previously mentioned Example distance widget is that it recognizes new variable types, efficiently resolving shortcomings of the default widget and built-in variable types.
To compare outputs of hierarchical clustering produced by Example distance widget and Mixed variable type widget (in further text abbreviated to MVT widget) two representative well known datasets of different characteristics were used.
INTRODUCTION OF NEW VARIABLE TYPES
The MVT widget identifies several variable types which are presented in this section. These variable types are listed and assigned to corresponding variable name in a specific description file used by the MVT widget. Newly defined variable types are presented below. These four new variable types are defined because of their common usage in various datasets and are important for discovering natural groupings of observations. Other variable types can also be implemented. This is the subject of our further work.
Interval
The goal of research presented in this paper is to calculate distance matrix using most elaborate information available for each data object. Using as much information as possible will result in more informative dendrograms. A prerequisite for this approach is having the exact knowledge of meaning behind each variable in explored dataset but not necessarily of variable interrelationships.
DISTANCE MEASURES AND CLUSTER LINK-AGE
Distance measures define distances or dissimilarities between observations. More similar observations have shorter distance and more diverse ones have greater distance [3] . Distance measures, i.e. metrics are essential for the distance matrix computation. A distance matrix is an object-to-object structure which stores a collection of proximities for all pairs of n observations [4] . It is often represented by an n-by-n table where each element d(i, j) is the measured distance between objects i and j. This is a symmetrical matrix since d(i, j) = d(j, i). Also, distance between each object and itself is zero:
The built-in Example distance widget offers the choice between three distance measures. Those are Euclidean, Manhattan and Hamming distance. Also, Pearson and Spearman rank correlations are supported but will not be considered because their purpose is to measure the quality of clustering. These distance metrics give proper results only when objects described by one variable type are presented.
By formal definition, Euclidean and Manhattan distances are derivations of Minkowski distance metrics [5] . For two n-dimensional data objects the Minkowski distance is defined as
where p is a positive integer. Euclidean and Manhattan (or 'city block') distances are special cases of Minkowski distance defined by setting p = 2 for the former or p = 1 for the latter distance measure. These two distance measures are well-known and commonly used metrics. They are mostly used to calculate distances between observations described by interval-scaled, i.e. continuous variables.
The Hamming distance is suitable only if all variables that describe data object are of discrete type. It is used for calculating string equality in a way that if strings are completely equal distance is set to zero, otherwise it is set to one. In this way it counts different attribute values of two data objects. It does not calculate standard Hamming distance between string representations of each variable value pair which is defined as the number of positions at which corresponding symbols of two equally long strings are different.
Besides different formal definitions, these measures also differ in how correctly they treat unknown values. The Manhattan and the Hamming distance do not excel in this respect: when computing data object distances, if any of the two values is missing, the corresponding distance is set to 0.5 on a normalized scale where the largest difference in attribute values is 1.0. The most correct treatment of unknown values is done by the implemented preprocessing of Euclidean metrics. Here, the probability distributions of discrete variables are used, while for continuous variables the tool uses the expected distance assuming the Gaussian distribution of attribute values (distribution's parameters are assessed from the dataset).
When calculating distances, the Example distance widget uses standardized values if variable type is continuous. When discrete variable types are present, the widget calculates equality of their string representations as mentioned when discussing Hamming distance.
The MVT widget considers all four new variable types and calculates data object distances taking all of them into account. Therefore, this widget is appropriate for calculation of dissimilarity between data objects described by mixed variable types. One method of computing dissimilarity between data objects is grouping corresponding kinds of variable types together and performing a separate cluster analysis for each type. Downside of this approach is that separate analyses often lead to disagreeable results. It is better to process all variable types together. In this way only one cluster analysis is performed and only one dendrogram is generated. One such technique described in [6] and implemented within the MVT widget considers different variable types while calculating distance matrix and brings all distance values onto a common scale of the
Suppose the dataset is defined by p variables of different variable types and that two data object i and j are presented as shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Data objects i and j
Position of each variable describing data objects is denoted by f and ranges from 1 to p. The dissimilarity d(i, j) between i and j across the entire variable set f is defined as
where the indicator δ (f ) ij = 1. While computing dissimilarity, it is expected that variables with equal values will be ignored. Typical example of symmetric binary variable is 'gender' and of nominal is 'eye color', as shown in an example of four data objects presented in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Example: data object described with binary and nominal variables
Distance between each pair of data objects calculated using previously described metrics is shown to the right of brackets connecting those data objects. If two compared variable values are equal, distance between them is zero ( d = 1) because their dissimilarity is the greatest. If data objects are described only by symmetric binary and nominal variables, distance between those data objects is equal to the calculated average of distances between corresponding variables as in (2) (for example d(2, 3) = 0.5). The greater the number of different variable value pairs, greater is the distance between data objects and vice versa.
• If f is an interval-scaled variable:
where h runs over all non-missing objects for variable f . This formula is used to standardize variable values by fitting them into [0, 1] interval. In this way outliers can be easily detected. Typical example of intervalscaled variable is 'age'. Suppose three data objects are analyzed as presented in Fig. 3 .
These examples show that closer the two compared variables are to opposite extremes (corresponding minimal and maximal values) distance between them will more closely approximate to a distance value of 1. Similarly, if the variable values are close together, distance between them will tend to a distance value of 0. Here it must be stated that the existence of outliers can significantly skew the values of distance measures if they are not dealt accordingly beforehand. Fig. 4 in which variable 'class' has three states ordered as follows: c, s, q. Ranking range for this example is from one to three. Three data objects are taken into account and distances are calculated based on objects' mapped ranks. Maximal value of distance measure is one, and minimal is zero.
Fig. 4. Example: data object described with ordinal variable
Closer the rank and mapped rank values describing data objects are, smaller the distances between data objects get (i.e. closer to zero). Similarly, further apart compared values of mapped ranks are, distances between data objects grow larger (i.e. closer to one).
Usage of (2) enables computation of the distance matrix even when the variables describing researched dataset are of different types. For each variable type a specific metrics is used since each is treated in a specific way. Explained metrics were implemented because they correspond to those most commonly used for these variable types. Used metrics can also be altered so they reflect particular wishes and demands of data analyst. With their alternation, cluster analysis would provide different results more closely conforming to the analyst's preferences.
The calculated distance matrix is used to generate a cluster hierarchy that can be described as a cluster agglomeration tree which begins with single data object clusters merged together into larger ones, and ends with a cluster that holds all data objects. Clusters are merged together on the basis of linkage criterion which computes the distance • average or mean:
where d is the chosen metrics and A, B represent a cluster pair.
In 'Orange' default linkage criterion is "average". User can set different linkage criteria through a Hierarchical clustering widget. The chosen linkage criterion is then applied to the distance matrix and a dendrogram is generated.
TESTING DATASETS
Testing in this paper was done using two datasets. Those are 'Titanic' [7] and 'Automobile' dataset [8] . These datasets are well-known and commonly used. Their characteristics are quite different, which -coupled with their availability -makes them representative for testing. They differ in number of observations, number of attributes, characteristics of objects that they describe, etc. Most importantly, they differ in variable types. This section brings detailed description of each dataset.
The first dataset used in this paper is the 'Titanic' dataset. It contains information regarding individual passengers that boarded the famous ship and describes their survival status. This dataset contains 1309 examples which are described using 14 attributes. Table 1 presents dataset variables taken into account for research described in this paper. Table 2 presents variable types assigned to variables in 'Titanic' dataset. Column to the right of the 'Variable name' column is 'Orange type' column, which contains variable types that 'Orange' automatically assigned to corresponding variable. Next column is 'Refined type' where newly defined and more detail variable types are listed. Those were assigned by data analyst. The last column reveals that the class variable is variable 'survived'. This dataset is very convenient for our testing since it contains all newly defined variable types.
The second dataset explored in this paper is 'Automobile' or 'Car import' dataset. It contains 205 examples which are described using 26 attributes. Table 3 presents dataset variables and their characteristics.
This dataset consists of three categories of variables: (a) the specification of an automobile in terms of various characteristics, (b) its assigned insurance risk rating and, (c) its normalized losses in use as compared to the other cars [8] . The second category corresponds to the degree to which the auto is more risky than its price indicates.
All assigned variable types are listed in Table 4. This  table is analog to Table 2 
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT DISCUS-SION
The newly programmed MVT widget uses a tabdelimited file as input data format where values listed in each line are separated with tabulators and form a table. It is very simple, and is also Orange's native data format. The first line of .tab file lists names of variables and the name of class variable. The original 'Orange' Example distance widget which calculates a distance matrix expects for the second and the third line to contain some special attribute information. The second line gives types of attributes, one entry for each attribute. The third line contains optional flags that add an additional description to every column. The rest of the table presents the actual data. The purpose of MVT widget is to calculate a distance matrix for a dataset when variables describing the dataset are of different types. The main goal is enabling data analyst to assign newly defined variable types to variables describing researched dataset. In this way, the dataset is described more closely, so that the resulting dendrogram reflects the view of dataset defined by data analyst.
Writing widgets is fairly easy using the provided environment which offers many built-in GUI related functionalities and leaves only the widget logic to the programmer. Example distance widget has very simple GUI which allows user to set distance metrics and define which label will be set (Fig. 5) . The original Example distance widget doesn't display distance matrix computation time, but for testing purposes the original code was altered.
Fig. 5. Example distance widget GUI
GUI of the MVT widget is also very simple since its purpose is to calculate a distance matrix and not to handle user input. It consists of one widget box element which holds labels that display number of instances in a dataset, number of variables, number of present variable types and time elapsed during data preprocessing and distance matrix calculation (Fig. 6) . The report button gives some additional information regarding input dataset.
Fig. 6. MVT widget GUI
Widgets communicate using input and output signals that are connected to input and output channels. The Example distance widget has only one input channel which inputs .txt file containing example table. This implies that no variable types were defined and that only list of variable names and data objects are given. In this approach it is left for 'Orange' to assign variable type for each variable in the example table. On the other hand, the MVT widget has two input channels. The first inputs an example table in .txt format. The second channel inputs variable description table contained in a description file, which is also in .txt format. It consists of only two lines. The first line lists variable names while the second lists variable types. In this way user can define different variable descriptions for the same example table, easily swap them by enabling and disabling signals between widgets and observe influence of various variable descriptions on the calculated distance matrix and the resulting dendrogram.
Class variables are set in the description file for both explored datasets using 'classVar' keyword as listed in Table 2 and Table 4 . For 'Titanic' dataset class variable is variable 'survived' and for 'Automobile' dataset variable 'symboling'. Those variables are ignored while calculating distance matrix and therefore don't affect the shape of the generated dendrogram.
After widget inputs are set, widgets calculate a distance matrix using chosen or defined distance measures. MVT widget uses newly defined distance measure for mixed variable types described in section 3, while distance measure for Example distance widget is set to Euclidean distance. Then the input example table needs to be preprocessed. For MVT widget this includes mapping the range of each ordinal variable onto [0, 1] interval by replacing variable values with standardized ranks and initializing vectors that hold minimal and maximal values of intervalscaled variable types and mapped ranks of ordinal variable types. Within both widgets for each pair of data objects distance is calculated considering assigned variable types and whether variable value is missing or not. The results are written into the corresponding place in the distance matrix. The final result for each widget is a symmetric distance matrix which is forwarded to the output channel.
The Hierarchical clustering widget inputs a distance matrix and visualizes a dendrogram. It can be used to set one of three linkage criteria and to modify dendrogram visualization. This widget outputs examples that correspond to those contained in the cluster selected interactively by user. It is also responsible for dendrogram visualization and interactive exploration by data analyst. Data processing and widget interactions are presented in Fig. 7 . For convenience during result comparison only one 'Orange' scheme was used for testing purposes. The MVT widget was tested on Intel R Core TM 2 Duo CPU processor with operating frequency of 2.00 GHz and 4.00 GB RAM memory.
For testing purposes the 'Titanic' dataset was divided into 14 subsets as presented in Table 5 . varied while number of attributes and variable type assignments remained the same. As expected, data preprocessing is much less time-consuming than calculation of distance matrix. Time requirements grew with the increase in number of analyzed observations. The calculation time for only 50 examples equals 0.172 seconds. The calculation time for the whole dataset, which holds 1309 examples, equals 111.568 seconds. Very useful functionality that 'Orange' offers is storing distance matrix as textual file and reloading it. In this way a distance matrix can be calculated only once and used repeatedly. Table 5 also presents distance matrix calculation time for the Example distance widget. Data preprocessing for this widget isn't presented because it doesn't preprocess the given dataset. While comparing distance matrix calculation time of Example distance widget and MVT one, it can be concluded that the latter one has higher processing demands. Substantial time required by MVT for distance matrix calculation is a direct consequence of widget logic implementation that relies on string comparison. Figure 8 presents a dendrogram based on the distance matrix produced by the Example distance widget. The dataset used is 'Titanic', the distance measure used is default Euclidean distance and the linkage criterion is average. Resulting dendrogram is very deep and branched. Also, clusters are merged by adding subsequent examples one by one, so final result is not very informative. Figure 9 presents a dendrogram based on the distance matrix produced by the MVT widget. Again, the same 'Titanic' dataset is used and the linkage criterion is average. Presented dendrogram is considerably shorter and much less branched. This is a great advantage of the MVT widget since shorter and less branched hierarchies are preferred in cluster analysis. After the first level clusters are agglomerated by merging clusters that hold at least two data objects. Fig. 9 is very different from the one in Fig. 8 . Here, first cluster holds objects 8 and 42, while in Fig. 8 they are agglomerated much later. Actual data ob- Fig. 10 .
Dendrogram on
Considering metrics definition and assigned data types, it is very easy to see why these specific objects were joined together. Here, the first cluster consists of two female survivors of similar age belonging to first class with relatives on board and traveling in the same cabin. Further cluster analysis gives deeper insight. For example, most survivors are female passengers who traveled in the first and the second class. Male passengers who traveled in the third class have a very low survival rate. Also, most male passengers traveled alone while women mainly traveled with relatives.
'Automobile' dataset testing was done in a way very similar to 'Titanic' dataset testing. The dataset was divided into 15 subsets presented in Table 6. This table  presents in Table 5 . Once again, data preprocessing is much less time-consuming than calculation of distance matrix. Also, time requirements grew with the increase in number of analyzed observations. The distance matrix calculation time required by MVT widget for only 10 data objects equals 0.049 seconds. The distance matrix calculation time for the whole dataset, which holds 205 data objects, equals 21.228 seconds. The distance matrix calculation time required by Example distance widget is considerably shorter than the one required by MVT widget. As expected, MVT widget has higher processing demands because of its inner logic. Figure 11 presents a dendrogram based on the distance matrix produced by the Example distance widget. The dataset used is 'Car import', the distance measure used is default Euclidean distance and the linkage criterion is average. Resulting dendrogram is not informative and is quite incomprehensible. In this case used widget doesn't differentiate data objects well and this is why the majority of data objects are recognized as very similar. This similarity can't be accurate since the Data Sampler widget samples the input dataset in a random way. Figure 12 presents a dendrogram based on the distance matrix produced by the MVT widget. Again, the same 'Car import' dataset is used and the linkage criterion is average. This dendrogram is much more informative since MVT widget differentiates samples data objects very well. Additionally, it is not very deep and is acceptably branched. This is another advantage of MVT widget since good data object differentiation leads to more informative dendrograms.
Considering the shape of the dendrogram the one produced by MVT widget is considerably different from the one produced by Example distance widget. Still, certain similarities in data object grouping can be noticed since on some levels both widgets recognize the same data objects or clusters to be the most similar ones, but the calculated data object or cluster dissimilarity is quite different resulting in different dendrograms. For example, both widgets have recognized objects 20 and 22 as most similar ones and they form first level cluster. Actual data for few variables of data objects 20 and 22 is presented in Fig. 13 .
Fig. 13. 'Car import' data objects 20 and 22
Viewing data presented in Fig. 13 conclusion can be made that both widgets perform well while searching for the most similar data objects because single object clusters 20 and 22 hold almost identical data. With further analysis of the dendrogram presented in Fig. 11 other conclusions considering 'Car import' dataset were made. For example, on the third clustering level grouped data objects contain information regarding cars that are of the same make, fuel type, aspiration, engine location, etc. Also, for these cars initially assigned risk factor is the same. But those cars differentiate in price and curb weight, and in some cases price difference is considerable. This means that similar car model of the same make are not always in the same price category although they equal in some general car characteristics. Level of passenger safety that they offer is the same despite the price difference. Cars of different make that are in the same risk category can have quite different prices. Also, some Toyota, Mitsubishi and Volkswagen models are considered to be very risky while generally Volvo models are considered to be the safest. The safest cars are also the most expensive ones.
Class variables have been of great help during result interpretation while they show how cluster members are divided between classes and indicate the similarity between separate classes. In conclusion, it was shown that MVT widget is able to give more informative and more comprehensible dendrograms which offer data analyst specified view of the input dataset with the help of newly implemented metrics and defined data types.
FUTURE WORK
In the future, new variable types (such as ratio-scaled) will be considered. The most promising improvements address widgets GUI which handles user input so the user will be able to set variable types and adjust distance measures interactively. Also, programming code could be further optimized. Widget could compare actual variable types and not only their string representations. The duration of distance matrix computation could be considerably shorter if it was done in parallel on multiprocessor systems.
Missing values could be handled more correctly if they were calculated using probability distributions of variables, which requires further investigation.
Outlier recognition and their influence on results will be further researched. In data preprocessing outliers could be simply put into one special cluster which is only merged with others at the root. In this way the outliers do not have to be extracted from the dataset before dendrogram generation because this separate cluster doesn't have a great influence on the final result.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we researched the problem of using hierarchical clustering method when analyzing objects described with variables of different data types. The focus in our research was on clustering method improvement and variable description refinement. Open source tool 'Orange' offers only two variable types for data description and uses few implemented metrics. In order to consider features of each variable as precisely as possible, introduction and definition of new variable types were made along with implementation of new metrics. The final distance measure uses all data available for each object and combines newly defined metrics in a specific way to gain a single distance measure for objects described by mixture of variable types.
Our results show that if the exact knowledge of meaning behind each variable in explored dataset can be obtained, much better and more informative dendrograms could be generated. Testing results also show that the metrics which considers many different variable types differentiates data objects in a more efficient way than the metrics which considers only two variable types. However, the human factor is of crucial importance. Analyst must be aware of the data and of exact metrics within the MVT widget in order to get results that fully satisfy his needs.
Implemented variable types and measure of dissimilarity used on the well known 'Titanic' and 'Car import' datasets enabled us to explore the available data in much better way than it was previously possible by the built-in Example distance widget.
